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ED patients: intolerance to 
emptiness, boredom, and waiting

 Failure in narcissism, separation anxiety, self-
reliance…

 Comorbidity (depression, anxiety, obsessions, 
multiple addictions…)

 Disorders/personality traits (borderline, obsessive, 
dependence…)      

 Cognitive dysfunctions, emotional and behavioral 
importance (waiting, frustration…) → impact on 
eating behavior



In the Waiting Room…



Hypothesis…

My patients with ED

● Great difficulties in managing waiting, emptiness, 
and boredom, especially in the waiting room  

● Dysfunctional emotions, cognitions, behavior, default 
of self-control and self-regulation

● Quid the impact on eating behavior? 



Presentation of Protocol = The 
waiting room exercise

Inclusion Criteria ED Patients + their agreement 

Exclusion Criteria General state/anxious +++

Material Waiting room (books, magazines…)

Method ↑ 5 min of waiting for 10 sessions
Stopping by stages

Therapeutic Objectives Personalized
Inserted in the therapy
Applied to everyday life



Patient no.1: Ms. B., 
restrictive anorexic 

16 years old, high school student, BMI at 16, depressive, anxiety++

 Waiting room (+5, 10 min): ↑ ANXIETY ↑ OBSESSIONS
→ EXCLUSION OF EXERCISE (emptiness very anxiogenic 100%)

 Waiting room (+10 min): ANXIOLYTIC EMOTIONNEL
SELF-REGULATION (emptiness, anxiety 50%)

 Waiting room (+15 min, 40 min): LEARN TO OCCUPY 
ONESELF AND RELAX (MODELING) (emptiness 0, boredom 20% to 
40%)



3 waiting room exercices

Ex Waiting
(min)

Emptiness Boredom Anxiety Objective

No. 
1

+ 5, +10 100%
↑ Obsessions

0 100% Exclusion

No.
2

+10 50% 0 50%
Anxiolytic

Emotionel 
self-

regulation

No. 
3

+15, +40 5% 20% 40% 0 Occupy 
oneself, to 

relax
(Modeling)



Patient no.2: Ms. K., 
anorexic bulimic + vom.

28 years old, engineer, BMI at 22, depressed, borderline personality

 Waiting room (+5, 10 min): OK (CONCENTRATED)

 Waiting room (+10 min): IMPATIENCE, EMPTINESS, 
ANXIETY 50%

 Waiting room (+20 min): ANGER 100%, FRUSTRATION 
100%, EMPTINESS and ANXIETY 90%-100%



Existential emptiness - Abandon

 Reproduction of a recurring / daily scenario

 Blackmail / manipulation

 Schema of abandonment → therapeutic objective

Immediate Thoughts
“You don’t care about me”

“It’s as if I didn’t exist”



Patient no.3: Mr. V., 
hyperphagic compulsions

47 years old, international lawyer, BMI at 33

Obsessive personality traits (education, exactness, punctuality…)
Schema of high standards and perfection + subjugation schema 

 Waiting room (+5 min): short-circuits emptiness and 
boredom → AVOIDANCE

 Waiting room (+10 min): UPSET (emptiness 40%, 
anxiety???)

 Waiting room (+20 min): FURIOUS, ANGER 100%, 
FRUSTRATION 100%, ANXIETY %?



Diary

Waiting 
Situation

20 min

Emotions Anger 100%, frustration 100%, anxiety %?

Inner thoughts “She’s exaggerating!”
“Her time is more precious than mine!”
“This exercise is stupid!”

Alternative 
thoughts

“I accepted to do this exercise”

Behavior Working on a professional file, ↓
concentration, looks nervously at his watch



Therapeutic objectives

 Acceptance of the emotional 
experience

 Breakdown of the schemas 

 In the waiting room (+10 min) : 
- 5 min to work on a business file 
- 5 min mindfulness exercise (the river)



Results over 2 months

 A 10 min wait is OK

 Mindfulness exercise is reinforced

 Beginning to let go: relaxation, boredom, 
-2 kg (4.4 lb)



Limitations

 Only a small number of patients were tested

 Artificial in vivo exposure

 Bias: the patient is forewarned

 Insert objectives in the therapy

 Significant investment for the therapist



Conclusion

 The wait before the consultation: not always neutral!

 Waiting room + office: ↑ therapeutic framework → + tools

 Patients ED: 
- Emptiness: temporarily pulled together by the therapeutic      
context

- Boredom becomes bearable, prognostic factor+++
- Therapeutic alliance is reinforced

 Extend this study to other patients, comparison group ED / 
control group



Thank you!


